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Loaves and Fishes 
 

As the world has been brought to its knees by Covid-19, it is clear that we are living in a loaves 

and fishes moment. The need is overwhelming. But there are only a few loaves of bread and a 

few small fishes to feed a hungry world. This common need pushes us to accept the common 

good, to look out for the weakest among us, to strive for the health of the whole.  
 

 
 

A Walk Not Taken 
 

I have today and tomorrow left before returning to Haiti on Friday, which begins at 5:30am with 

a two-hour drive to the Fort Lauderdale airport. Regrettably, in my first seven days in Ft. Pierce 

I have yet to talk the two-minute walk to the ocean or taken a walk along Jetty Park.  



The Reader’s Turn 
 

I’m pleased that readers find reading the Haiti Journal is worth their time. Here are parts of four 

comments from Journal readers. 
 

A Journal reader from Michigan wrote: 
 

Gerry, I just want you to know…I read your journal every day. I'm just not very good about 

responding to them unless the spirit moves me! I also have worried about your emotional 

wellbeing, but don't really have much to offer to help, except that I do care deeply for you and all 

the kids guess staff and continue to pray every day for all of you. I guess, that's the most help I 

can be right now.  
 

A Journal reader from Ohio wrote: 
 

As usual, Gerry, your journal IS grace. Your messages put life into perspective. It often 

makes me sad because I would love to help more. It brings joy seeing the beautiful kids! 

They look so healthy, happy [most of the time], clean! [how do you manage that in Haiti?], 

organized which could be like the proverbial "herding cats," intelligent. What a truly 

grace-filled ministry you have formed.  

Be blessed as you are blessing... 
 

A Journal reader from California 
 

Hi Gerry, 

Just thought I would put in my 2 cents about reading The Journal. Every morning I wake 

up and the first thing I do is read my Catholic Morning offering. I then read your Journal 

and finish with a reading from Thomas Merton or Richard Rohr. I consider your Journal 

part of a sacred meditation that starts my day and connects me to God. I know your 

writing means a lot to you and it means a lot to others.  
 

A Journal reader from Ohio 
 

Gerry, I so look forward to reading your journal each day. I worry when it is not there. Your 

honesty and integrity communicate such hard-won thoughts! Thank you!! 
 

 

 
Santa Chiara 


